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ABSTRACT— These days individuals own more 

than one vehicle for transportation which may 

cause an issue of high traffic and this will prompt 

street mishaps which is getting expanded day by 

day. There are numerous perilous streets present 

across the world that are extremely limited and T 

roads, clasproads, bended roads are to a great 

extent found in the ghat zones.  

One of the regular issues that we face in ghat 

zones uncommonly is the drivers can't see the 

vehicle that is coming from the opposite finish of 

the bended street. Also, if the approaching vehicle 

is in incredible speed, it is exceptionally difficult 

to control the vehicle. Subsequently there is a lot 

of need of street security framework. To keep 

away from this vehicle mishaps in ghat regions we 

have proposed a vehicle mishap counteraction 

framework which utilizes Arduino Board, IR 

sensors, LED lights,. At the point when the vehicle 

enters from zone 1 of the bended street IR sensor 

detects the vehicle and transforms the LED light 

into RED tone showing that there is risk. 

Furthermore, turns the LED light in to green once 

the vehicle emerges from the opposite end which 

is zone. In this manner we can forestall the vehicle 

mishaps in ghat territories.  

Keywords: Accident prevention, Arduino board, 

Curved roads, Ghat zones.  

 

 I. INTRODUCTION  

A quick development in transportation and 

vehicles has resulted in an  increase of accidents.  

Accidents basically happen because of 

thoughtlessness, disrupting traffic norms and 

terrible states of the street. As a significant 

segment of street mathematical plan, bended street 

portion, because of their arrangement attributes are  

generally inclined to car accidents among all road 

geometric elements. As per an overview, crashes 

on bended sections represented 10% of all out 

number of car accidents. Correspondingly, the 

quantity of passings represented 13% of absolute 

number of passings. In Narrow streets, Hilly 

zones, Ghats areas', arranging barrette twists and 

bends is definitely not a simple task. Driver must 

be ready constantly while driving in such 

circumstances. Accidents predominantly happen 

due to over speeding of vehicle while driving. 

While driving on roads at ghat segment numerous 

drivers faces accidents  which results them 

intoserious wounds or even demise is the primary 

explanation for this accidents is bends and curves 

of streets while turning in ghats. It gets hard to see 

vehicles coming from other path and turning 

drivers typically need to expect a route for turning 

at such basic segment .  

 

Ghats’s roads  

Ghats Roads are access courses into the 

rocky with number of hairpin twists; which is 

hazardous as compare to ordinaryroutes. So odds of 

mishaps in Ghats segment is more a direct result of 

tight street width, sharp twists, inappropriate 

camber, and valley side and so on.  

 

Road Accident in Ghats section  

While driving on streets at Ghats area 

numerous drivers faces accidents which results 

them into serious wounds or even death the 

principle purpose for this mishap is bends and twists 

of roads while turning in Ghats. It gets hard to see 

vehicles coming from other path and turning drivers 

ordinarily need to expect a route for turning at such 

basic segment this makes an incredible danger of 

life other reason for accidents in Ghats area is that 

only each vehicle can turn at turnings in turn. In the 

event that two vehicles meet while turning it creates 

a chance of accidents  and it gets hard to deal with.  
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II   EXISTING SYSTEM  

Previously, part of gadgets to identify rash 

driving has been made. The greater part of the 

methodologies require human focus and include a 

ton of exertion, which is hard to carry out. Present 

day vehicles don't have compelling lighting 

framework. Because of this numerous mishaps are 

occurring during evenings particularly in ghat 

segments. Regular Head lights will in general 

enlighten the roadside while cornering or sparkle 

off the street completely, which can prompt risky 

condition.  

 

III.   PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The accidents can be forestalled by using 

LED lights, it will give an unmistakable picture and 

particular perspective on vehicles coming from the 

opposite end. It doesn't make any interruption to 

drivers while driving. At the point when two 

vehicles pass from the contrary side of the bended 

street the IR sensor detects the vehicle and the LED 

shading transforms into red giving danger signal 

and afterward the LED shading transforms into 

green to permit the one vehicle to pass and 

afterward the other LED shading becomes green 

.Due to the straightforward methods it is valuable to 

use in enormous number of spots and surprisingly in 

basic go across part of streets. .. This will tackle the 

issue of those individuals who will deal with issue 

inside the ghat segment because of avalanche, 

creatures or other explanation.  

 

IV.   SYSTEM DESIGN  

System design is the method of depicting 

the design, interfaces, and others for a framework to 

satisfy the specific need. System design focuses on 

figuring out which module is required for the 

system, the details of the given modules that are in 

the framework. The motivation behind the plan 

stage is to design an answer of the issue determined 

by the prerequisite record. The plan of a framework 

is maybe the most basic factor influencing the 

quality of the product, and significantly affects the 

later stages, especially testing and upkeep. The 

yield of this stage is the plan archive. The plan 

movement is regularly isolated into two separate 

stages. They are framework plan and nitty gritty 

plan. It is one essential methodology where issues 

are addressed dependent on a determination. 

Following focuses are required while planning the 

framework:  

 

• List out the user requirements.  Rectify data 

to be extracted Identity every data for input 

and output.   

• System specification.   

• Future benefits of the project in long term.  

 

4.1 HIGH LEVEL DESIGN  

High level plan which is at times 

additionally  called  framework 

 configuration, intends to distinguish the modules 

that ought to be in the framework, the 

determinations of these modules, and how they 

cooperate with one another to create the ideal 

outcomes. Toward the finish of framework plan all 

the significant information structures, record 

designs, yield designs, just as the significant 

modules in the framework and their particulars are 

chosen.  

 

 
Fig 4.1:- High Level Design Of The Road Safety In 

Ghat Section  

 

Figure 4.1 addresses the general plan of the 

street wellbeing in ghat segment. Here the 

administrator assumes a vital part. There are two 

sensors utilized in the proposed strategy which are 

set in both the roadsides, sensor 1 and sensor 2. 
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Position of the vehicle is recognized by the sensors. 

When the sensor identifies the vehicle from one 

roadside the other sensor will alarm the vehicle 

through red lights.  

 

4.2 DETAILED DESIGN  

During detailed design the interior rationale of 

every one of the modules indicated in framework 

configuration is chosen.  

Use Case Diagram of Feedback System with 

Mining  

A  use  case  diagram  at 

 its  most straightforward is a portrayal of a 

client's cooperation with the framework and 

portraying the particulars of a utilization case. A use 

case diagram can depict the various sorts of clients 

of a framework and the different ways that they 

communicate with the framework. 

 

 
Fig.4.2: Use Case Diagram of Road Safety in Ghat 

Section  

 

Figure 4.2 addresses the interaction how 

the vehicle is alarmed in the ghat segment. To start 

with, the vehicle is distinguished by the sensor 

which is put on the ghat streets, the sensor will 

show LED lights in red tone to caution the driver 

identifying with the risk which he may look 

forward. At that point it transforms one LED tone 

into green to permit the one vehicle to pass.  

 

V.  IMPLEMENTATION  

The project is primarily focused on the 

security of the roads in the ghat section. The 

current system is followed with the utilization of 

two sensors in both the roadside. Those sensors 

will distinguish the vehicle developments and 

cautions them with respect to the risk and other 

vehicle movements. This application is valuable 

for the security of vehicle in ghat area as the roads 

are thrilling and restricted and the drivers will 

discover hard to travel.  

•  There is an IR Sensor attached on both the 

ends of the ghat road. When a vehicle enters 

from zone 1 towards the curved ghat section 

the red light at the other end of the curved zone 

will be raised. This indicates the driver that 

there is a vehicle coming from the other end of 

the ghat road which is zone 2.    

• There is an estimated pre set time limit, if the 

vehicle that enters the zone 1 does not come 

out of the zone within the time limit.  

 

 

VI. FUTURE DESIGN  

 Executing live visual monitorization to keep 

away from delay accordingly when 

occurrences occur  

 Making the equipment’s cost efficient to be 

more user friendly.   

 This system requires an outer force supply, 

execution of a self-controlled framework 

utilizing environmentally friendly power like 

wind and solar based will make the system 

more successful and effective   

 

VII. CONCLUSION  

The purpose behind this paper is to 

diminish the number of accidents in the ghat area. 

This is done by alerting the driver through LED 

lights which glows when a vehicle comes from the 

opposite side of the curved road. The vehicle is 

identified by the assistance of Infrared sensors 

which is interfaced to the microcontroller Arduino 

board. By this we can save a large number of lives 

in the curved roads in ghat section.  
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